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Canvas Updates
Site successfully migrated approximately 1,000 courses from Blackboard to Canvas per faculty requests, plus 277 AP courses. We have one more non-AP group to migrate of approximately 300 courses in order to meet the June 1st deadline.

We have met our goal of 9,000 enrollments in Canvas for the Fall 2019 semester. We are working on the tools to move into the June 1st deadline which will include the transition for 5th and 6th week summer classes.

The communication teams are working a planet level burst to notify all students in Canvas for Fall 2019. Students are a critical element in student success efforts and Canvas can accommodate non-academic groups, which faculty can use to share their messages.

PR applications and payment gateway, and learning platform. UTA plans to use it for advertising and scheduling internal events. Canvas can accommodate more than 277 AP classes. We have one more non-AP group to migrate of approximately 300 courses in order to meet the June 1st deadline.

Canvas Training
Canvas' video tool, Canvas’ Arc, is being renamed Canvas Studio. Instructure is in the process of changing the name of the tool (product is the same) as part of their company’s new branding and marketing initiative. ARC allows faculty to easily create videos, add videos from other sources, insert quizzes into videos and close caption them. Please monitor the Canvas Migration google doc to ensure that your faculty time they are informed that their course is migrated to request any changes. Faculty have 5 days from the migration date to request changes or to sign off. Please remind your faculty to respond quickly to Canvas after their course is migrated to request any changes or to sign off.
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Canvas Studio is expected to be offered in Fall 2019. Canvas Catalog is native to Canvas. System integration is now occurring and Canvas will require integration with the payment gateway, and learning platform. UTA plans to use it for advertising and scheduling internal events.
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